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Leah Belle Faser is a young singer/songwriter from Atlanta, Georgia whose authentic musical 
style crosses many different genres but is grounded in a unique blended sound seasoned with 
county, pop, rock, and folk influences. At once powerful and soulful, Leah’s vocals bring to life 
the emotion and energy of the thought-provoking lyrics and rich story-telling she delivers through 
compelling original songs and the songs of favorite artists.  In 2020, Leah worked with Grammy-
Award winning producer Casey Wood to release her debut album, Crossing Hermi’s Bridge. The 
single, Second-Hand Store (SHS), has been featured on Spotify’s New Music Nashville and Tidal’s 
Rising: Country playlists and has been added to radio stations nationwide.  The SHS video is in 
rotation on several country cable outlets including The Country Network and was featured on 
VEVO’s Incoming Country playlist.  The music video for Leah’s song, Better Than Mine was 
featured on CMT.com.  Leah was a “Teen Artist of the Year” nominee in the 2020 Georgia Country 
Awards and was also recently named among the “5 Up-And-Coming Women Musicians You 
Should Know“ in Bust Magazine and as one of "Three Acts to Watch" in Wide Open Country. A 
rising Junior at Campbell High School in Smyrna, Leah enjoys spending her free time playing live 
shows at a variety of venues and private functions around the Atlanta metro area and North 
Georgia.   
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

“infectious melodies and relatable diary-like lyricism.”—Timothy Carpenter, American Songwriter 

 “Faser soars as a vocalist, storyteller and guitarist”—Bobby Moore, Wide Open Country 

“...this teenage pop phenom has the voice of a seasoned country music superstar with the songwriting chops to match.”—

Metronome Magazine 

“This is not over-the-top Carrie Underwood bombast, this is a young lady who understands how to communicate emotional 

drama with the restraint of a latter-day Patsy Cline.”—Alan Cackett.com 

“Every so often you discover a new artist with such a distinctive sound that the world seems to stop around you to pay 

attention. Leah Belle Faser is one such artist...”—Paul Reynolds, My Festive Pop 

 “…there’s a refreshing sparkle and glow to her gifts, a soft breeze of optimism that adulthood too often stifles.”—Jeff Clark, 

Stomp and Stammer 

“Leah Belle Faser has one of the biggest, baddest, “how is she not a star already?” sounds” 
—Geoff Wilbur, Geoff Wilbur Music Blog 
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